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Summary  
 

The FIWARE initiative offers powerful APIs that provides the basis for more 

efficient and faster innovation in the Future Internet. These APIs would help 

developing applications that involves complex cutting edge technologies such as 

Internet of Things or Identity Management for security modules.  

This document follows the development of a FIWARE Web Application based 

on components virtualized in VMs. The Web App is based in the “Willy Wonka 

Chocolate Factory” as a metaphoric implementation of a real IoT and security 

industrial application. The core application is a web server powered by node.js that 

connects to various FIWARE components known as Generic Enablers. The 

implementation is composed by two main modules: the IoT module and the Security 

module.  

The IoT module manages all the sensors installed by Willy Wonka in the rooms 

of the factory for monitoring various parameters such as temperature, pressure or 

occupation. The IoT module creates and receives virtual sensor context information. 

This context information is managed and stored in a FIWARE component called the 

Context Broker.  The Context Broker is based in a subscription mechanism for posting 

the real-time sensor data, on change, in the Web App. And connects to the client using 

Web Sockets (socket.io). 

The security module manages the user account information, it authenticates 

the users by a FIWARE account and checks authorizations to access resources. Several 

roles are created with different permissions assigned. For example, Willy Wonka may 

have access to all the resources, but a chocolate room Oompa Loompa only should 

have access to the resources of that room.  

 This module is composed by three components: the Identity Manager (IdM), 

the PEP Proxy and the PDP AuthZForce. The Identity manager stores the FIWARE 

users’ accounts and allows Single Sing On authentication using the OAuth2 protocol. 

Upon logging in, the user authenticated receives an authentication token that is later 

used in the AuthZForce for checking the role of the user and permissions associated. 

The PEP Proxy acts as a proxy server redirecting the allowed requests or blocking the 

unauthorized requests.   
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Resumen  
 

La iniciativa FIWARE ofrece un conjunto de APIs potentes que proporcionan la 

base para una innovación rápida y eficiente en el Internet del Futuro. Estas APIs son 

clave en el desarrollo de aplicaciones que usan tecnologías muy recientes e 

innovadoras, como el Internet de las cosas o la Gestión de Identidad en módulos de 

seguridad.  

Este documento presenta el desarrollo de una aplicación web de FIWARE 

usando componentes virtualizados en máquinas virtuales. La aplicación web está 

basada en “la fábrica de chocolate de Willy Wonka” como una una implementación 

metafórica de una aplicación de seguridad e IoT en un entorno industrial. El 

componente principal es un servidor web en node.js que conecta con varios 

componentes de FIWARE, conocidos como “Generic Enablers”. La implementación está 

compuesta por dos módulos principales: el módulo de IoT y el módulo de seguridad.  

El módulo de IoT gestiona los sensores instalados por Willy Wonka en las salas 

de fábrica para monitorizar varios parámetros como, por ejemplo, la temperatura, la 

presión o la ocupación. El módulo de IoT crea y recibe información de contexto de los 

sensores virtuales. Esta información de contexto es gestionada y almacenada en un 

componente de FIWARE conocido como Context Broker.  El Context Broker está 

basado en mecanismos de subscripciones que postean los datos de los sensores en la 

aplicación, en tiempo real y cuando estos cambian. La conexión con el cliente se 

produce mediante Web Sockets (socket.io).  

El módulo de seguridad gestiona las cuentas y la información de los usuarios, 

les autentica en la aplicación usando una cuenta de FIWARE y comprueba la 

autorización para acceder a distintos recursos. Distintos roles son creados con distintos 

permisos asignados. Por ejemplo, Willy Wonka puede tener acceso a todos los 

recursos, mientras que un Oompa Loopa encargado de la sala del chocolate solo 

deberías de tener acceso a los recursos de su sala.  

Este módulo está compuesto por tres componentes: el Gestor de Identidades, 

el PEP Proxy y el PDP AuthZForce. El gestor de identidades almacena las cuentas de 

FIWARE de los usuarios y permite la autenticación Single Sing On usando el protocolo 

OAuth2. Tras logearse, los usuarios autenticados reciben un token de autenticación 

que es usado después por el AuthZForce para comprobar el rol y permiso asociado del 

usuario. El PEP Proxy actua como un servidor proxy que redirige las peticiones 

permitidas y bloquea las no autorizadas.  
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1. Introduction  
1.1 State of the art: Future Internet technologies 
 

 Since the beginning of this decade, new technological paradigms are emerging 

and new trends of research and development arise in the ICT (Information and 

Communications Technology) area. Words like “Cloud Computing”, “Big Data” or 

“Internet of Things” reach the mass media and become core terms for most of the IT 

businesses nowadays. New wireless technologies like LTE and the deployment of Fiber 

To The Home (FTTH) offer a big increase in bandwidth and network capabilities, 

allowing customers to demand advanced real-time web and mobile applications.   

 Cloud computing and open service delivery platforms has been stablished as 

the new provisioning models enabling to deliver IT infrastructures as services, with an 

on-demand or pay-per-use nature.  Internet of Things networks spawn, ubiquitously 

connecting intelligent devices and sensors and offering new possibilities for contextual 

and environmental information sensing, processing and analysis. The Internet of 

Things technological revolution combined with the new provisioning models opens the 

door to new automation and monitorization services highly valuable in various 

sectors. Recently the Internet of Things has evolve from the isolated research to the 

creation of complex networks of service providers, consumers, and linkers bringing 

businesses and end customers innovative applications that suits everyday needs.  IoT is 

also expected to generate large amounts of data from diverse locations that is 

aggregated very quickly, thereby increasing the need to better index, store and process 

such data, which opens the door to the integration of Big Data analysis mechanisms to 

these applications.   

 The technologies stated before could be the drivers to a new era in the 

evolution of the Internet, they bring new opportunities and dimensions for stablished 

or emerging service providers.  On the other hand, these technologies may challenge 

developers to learn ominous APIs and architectures, also bringing doubts of scalability, 

global availability or security during the implementation. Because of this, it is 

necessary to support powerful but easy to use APIs.  

 The Internet of Things (IoT, sometimes Internet of Everything) is the network of 

physical objects or "things" embedded with electronics, software, sensors and 

connectivity to enable it to achieve greater value and service by exchanging data with 

the manufacturer, operator and/or other connected devices. 

The IoT is seen in a wide range of areas such as media, environmental 
monitoring, infrastructure management, manufacturing, healthcare systems or energy 
management. The main characteristic of this type of networks is the unique 
addressability of thinks, first based on RFID-tags and unique identification via the 
Electronic Product Code, and nowadays evolved into unique IP Addresses or URIs. 
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Deploying IoT networks is a complex subject matter. Some corporations like 
Intel, in collaboration with industry leaders such as AT&T, Cisco and IBM, offer 
development kits with a mix of performance, I/O and software capabilities. But, 
currently, there are no standards that would help companies to integrate this cutting 
edge technology with existing web services, creating innovative new services. And that 
is the paradigm that brings up the foundation of this project. 

In computing science, Identity Management (IdM) describes the management 
of individual principals (identified by digital identities), their authentication, 
authorization and privileges within or across enterprise boundaries with the goal of 
increasing security and productivity while decreasing cost, downtime and repetitive 
tasks. 

IdM covers common issues like digital identity granting, the protection of that 
identity and the technologies supporting protection (network protocols, digital 
certificates, paswords...). IdM is usually related to technologies and services such as 
Web Services, Access control, Password Managers, Single Sign-On mechanisms, 
Security Token Services (STS) or the OAuth protocol. But there is no standardization 
and bundling of these technologies and services, resulting in a chaotic catalog of 
protocols and terms that are hard to manage or embed into an application like a Web 
Service.      
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1.2 Objectives  
 

 The FIWARE initiative, as it has been shown in the previous section, integrates 

an extensive set of cutting edge technologies, most of them involving implementations 

of a high complexity. Therefore it had been considered for the analysis and the 

development of web application only two technical chapters: Internet of Things 

enablement and Security.  In more detail, the main objectives will be the following:  

- Learn the basics of the European initiative FIWARE: Architecture, 

functionalities and reachability.  

- Analyze the solutions and technologies offered by FIWARE related to Internet 

of Thing (IoT) services enablement.  

- Analyze the solutions and technologies offered by FIWARE regarding the 

Identity Management.  

- Develop a functional web application capable of virtualize an industrial IoT 

context secured by an identity manager module. 

1.3 Methodology  
 

 To accomplish the objectives proposed above, the project must be divided in 

two phases: the analysis phase and the development phase. 

 Analysis phase:  

 

1. Study and documentation of the FIWARE infrastructure and the most suitable 

APIs for an IoT context and identity management.  

2. Learn the selected APIs to reach its highest potential during the web application 

development.  

3. Choose the most appropriate web framework considering requirements like the 

APIs functionalities or the context scalability.  

4. Study and documentation of the requirements: Set and prepare the environment 

for the app development.  

 

 Development phase:  

 

5. Backend implementation of the IoT context module: Data stream generators 

acting like virtual sensors and subscription management to each IoT context.  

6. Backend implementation for the identity management module: Single Sing On 

(SSO) and role definitions.  

7. Frontend implementation: Interface design and implementation. Rederization 

format considerations for the collected sensor data. Individual view design and 

implementation.  

8. Conclusions: Scalability options, long term functionality additions, future view, 

placement in the general FIWARE framework...  
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2. Context for the development: FIWARE 
 

 In this section, the European initiative FIWARE is documented.  The FIWARE 

objectives, architecture and most relevant components (relating IoT and security) are 

remarked in order to give a contextual frame and present the basic concepts that 

eases to understand the development and functionalities of the application. The 

information presented in this section are part of the FIWARE public Wiki1, some 

definitions and architecture diagrams may have been replicated from pages of the 

Wiki.    

2.1 The FIWARE initiative 

2.1.1 FIWARE architecture  
 

 FIWARE is an open initiative aiming to create a sustainable ecosystem for the 

development of suitable applications by the integration of recent Internet 

technologies. The main goal of the FIWARE project is to build the core platform of the 

Future Internet, directly impacting in the competitiveness of the European ICT 

economy by introducing an innovative infrastructure for cost-effective creation and 

delivery of versatile digital services, based on a high QoS and security guarantees.  

 The central pillar of the FIWARE initiative is the FIWARE platform, consisting of 

a complete library of powerful APIs aiming to ease the development of complex 

applications that involves cutting edge architectures and technologies. The 

specifications of these APIs are public and royalty-free. These APIs are gathered upon 

reusable elements (Generic Enablers) centered in different usage areas, known as 

FIWARE chapters. The FIWARE chapters mostly cover the evolving areas stated before 

(IoT Services Enablement, Cloud Hosting, Data/Context Management i.e. Big Data…), 

bringing well defined APIs that build applications and services capable of receiving 

context data in real time. 

 A core component in this platform is the Generic Enablers (GEs), reusable 

elements that share general-purpose functions (generally via well-defined APIs). Their 

main intention is to offer reference implementations that allow developers to put into 

effect complex functionalities such as the connection to the Internet of Things or Big 

Data analysis, making programming much easier.  

The GEs are arranged into seven technical chapters, as explained in [1]:  

1. Data/Context Management: Easing access, gathering, processing, 

publication and analysis of context information at large scale. 

                                                           
1 https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Main_Page  

https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Main_Page
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2. IoT Services Enablement: Make connected things available, searchable 

accessible and usable.   

3. Advanced Web-based User Interface: 3D graphics and AR capabilities for 

web-based UI.  

4. Security: Make delivery and usage of services trustworthy by meeting 

security and privacy requirements.   

5. Interface to Networks and Devices (I2ND): Builds communication-efficient 

distributed applications, exploit advanced network capabilities and easily 

manage robotic devices. 

6. Architecture of Applications/Services Ecosystem and Delivery Framework: 

Co-create, publish, cross-sell and consume applications/services addressing 

all business aspects. 

7. Cloud Hosting: Provides computation, storage and network resources to 

manage services.  

The Figure 1 describes the Chapter composition and remarks the relevant chapters and 

GEs for the desired app implementation. 

 

 

Figure 1: FIWARE Chapter composition 
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2.1.2 The IoT Service Enablement FIWARE Chapter 

 

 The Internet of Things FIWARE chapter provides the Generic Enablers to allow 
Things to become available, searchable, accessible, and usable. A Thing, in the context 
of the Internet of Things, is an entity or physical object that has a unique identifier, an 
embedded system and the ability to transfer data over a network. Given the prevalence 
of wireless technology, the miniaturization of computational components and 
extended range of IPv6 addresses, a wide range of different devices and sensors may 
be connected and with a determinant connection idiosyncrasy. Hence, different 
protocols and gateways are involved in IoT implementation, making them difficult to 
understand and escalate.  
 
 The innovative vision that FIWARE offers is that all Things are exposed to the 
developers just as simple context entities of the NGSI interface, avoiding the 
complexity and high fragmentation that most of the IoT networks deployed today have. 
The powerful NGSI ContextBroker API is used to represent all the context information. 
The sensor information is gathered in the Entity attributes. On modification, specific 
attributes triggers commands that are delivered to actuators. For example, the living 
room of a house could be an NGSI Entity and the temperature of the room could be an 
attribute of the Entity, when this temperature raises up to 30 degrees Celsius a 
command is delivered to the actuator that turn on the air conditioning. 
 
 IoT chapter Architecture deployment varies from simple scenarios such as 
connecting few devices using standard IoT communication protocols to the data 
chapter Context Broker- to more complex scenarios distributed across a large number 
IoT networks connecting IoT Gateways and IoT nodes and providing advanced 
composition and discovery functions.  In the simplest scenario the integration of IoT 
devices into the Data chapter ContextBroker eases the developers work by providing a 
simple RESTful API for interacting. This case of use scenario can be found in [2]:  
 

 

 
Figure 2: IoT Case of Use 
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2.1.3 The Security FIWARE Chapter 

 

 In today’s Internet services, commonly service consumers and developers pick 

and mix service components depending on service availability, quality and price. 

Consequently, the applications seen by the end-users may be composed of multiple 

services resulting from many different providers, and the end user cannot really know 

if the security solutions implemented by a service provider are in line with the security 

policy claimed by the developers. 

 In this context it becomes essential to have means of a security monitoring 

extremely efficient that respond quickly to attacks. The common security monitoring 

covers common threats such as Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, impersonation or 

service hijacking. But this is not enough, one of the main challenges of FIWARE is to 

make Future Internet services more intelligent and capable of early attack detection, 

bring support for quick decision making and dynamically adjust to constantly evolving 

threats.  

 The Security FIWARE Chapter builds over the idea of “secure by design”. The 

chapter provides both core and generic security functionalities for the FIWARE project, 

this means that Generic Enablers development that compose this chapter is focused 

not only in the applications built under the FIWARE platform, which are implemented 

by the chapter GEs, but also in the FIWARE platform itself. The Security Chapter 

Architecture focus in key concepts of the actual Internet networks such as identity 

management and security monitoring.  

In the Figure 3, the relevant part of the high level architecture is presented. The three 

main modules are included. The most relevant for the aim of the project is remarked. 

Figure 3: Security Chapter Architecture 
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2.2 The Orion Context Broker GEi 

2.2.1 Basic concepts and the publish/subscribe model  
 

 The Orion Context Broker GE, also called by the GEi “Publish/Subscribe 

Context Broker”, is an excellent gateway for enabling external applications to manage 

events related to the Internet of the Things (IoT). The Context Broker operates in a 

simple way hiding the complexity of gathering measures from IoT resources (sensors) 

that might be distributed or involving access through multiple low-level 

communication protocols. The consumer doesn’t need to know where the data are 

located and what the native protocol for their retrieval is. It will just communicate to 

the Publish/Subscribe Context Broker GE through a well-defined interface and specify 

the data needed in a defined way, on request or on subscription basis.  

   Context Information in FIWARE is represented through generic data structures 

called Context Elements. A Context Element refers to information that is produced, 

collected or observed that may be relevant for processing, and carrying some relevant 

knowledge. A Context Element always provides information valuable from a particular 

entity, also being part of an application or a physical thing. For example, certain 

context element would contain values for the “last measured temperature”, “actual 

occupation” and “computers in use” attributes associated to an office room. There 

also may be optional meta-data (semantic data) linked to attributes in a context 

element. In order to clarify this crucial relationships the domain diagram is presented 

in the figure below: 

 

                                                      Figure 4: Context information domain diagram 

 The Context Broker functionality can be simplified to a two way data flow. First, 

the context information is publish by some entities, referred as Context Producers, 

making this context information available to other entities, referred as Context 

Consumers, which are interested in processing the published context information. 

Applications or even other GEs can play the role of Context Producers, Context 

Consumers or both.   

  Events in FIWARE based systems refer to something that has happened, or is 

contemplated as having happened. Changes in context information are therefore 

considered as events that can be handled by applications or FIWARE GEs. These events 

in the Orion Context Broker conform the information flow, in the two ways of the 

communication, towards the Context Producer and the Context Consumer. Context 

Consumers can pull the context information from the Context Broker, or otherwise, 
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the Context Broker can publish the information to the Context Consumers subscribed 

on certain conditions (on change, by frequency…).  

The following diagram, presented in [4], illustrates the interactions between the 

components of the Context Broker and the communication data flows that has been 

enumerated in the previous paragraph:  

 

                                                             Figure 5: CB components and interactions 

 

 The Orion Context Broker provides the NGSI9 and NGSI10 interfaces, shown in 

the IoT Services Enablement Chapter section.  These interfaces provides RESTful APIs 

for doing basic operations such as: 

- The registration of context producer applications: Sensors and the attributes 

they measure. 

- Updating context information: Modify the sensor data or the attributes 

measured.  

- Notify changes on context information: When an attribute changes or with a 

given frequency (by minutes, hours…). 

- Query context information: The context broker stores the updated sensor data 

and make that information accessible.  
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2.2.2 The NGSI interface specification 
 

 OMA (Open Mobile Alliance) defines two NGSI interfaces for exchanging 

Context Information: NGSI-9 and NGSI-10.2  The OMA NGSI-9 and NGSI-10 interfaces 

are RESTful APIs via HTTP.  

 The NGSI-9 interface purpose is to exchange information about the availability 

of context information: one-time queries for discovering hosts, subscriptions for 

context availability updates and registration of announcements of the context 

availability by context providers. This interface won’t be implemented in this project 

application since all the sensor data is going to be virtualized (as we will see in further 

sections), therefore no context availability information is needed.  

 On the other hand, the NGSI-10 purpose is to exchange context information: 

one-time queries for context information, subscriptions and notifications for context 

information updates and unsolicited updates invoked by context providers. This is the 

REST API used to embed the Context Broker with a RESTful web service in this project 

application.  

 The NSGI-10 offers five operation resources, each of these resources allows 

interaction via an http POST, and all attempts to interact by other verbs will result in 

an HTTP status 405. Both client and server side may use the HTTP headers necessary 

for the communication. In the table below the operation resources are presented:  

 

Resource Base URI: 
http://{serveroot}/NGSI10 

Action 

Query Context 
Resource 

/queryContext Generic queries for context 
information. 

Subscribe context 
resource 

/subscribeContext Generic subscriptions for 
context information. 

Update context 
subscription 

resource 

/updateContextSubscription Generic update of context 
subscriptions 

Unsubscribe 
context resource 

/unsubscribeContext Generic unsubscribe 
operations. 

Update context 
resource 

/updateContext Generic context updates. 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 http://technical.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/release_program/docs/NGSI/V1_0-20120529-
A/OMA-TS-NGSI_Context_Management-V1_0-20120529-A.pdf  

http://technical.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/release_program/docs/NGSI/V1_0-20120529-A/OMA-TS-NGSI_Context_Management-V1_0-20120529-A.pdf
http://technical.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/release_program/docs/NGSI/V1_0-20120529-A/OMA-TS-NGSI_Context_Management-V1_0-20120529-A.pdf
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2.3  Keyrock Identity Management GEi 

2.3.1 Basic concepts and architecture overview 
 

 Keyrock Identity Management3 (IdM) covers a number of key security aspects 

involving users’ access to networks, services and applications. The GE eases some 

often complex administrative tasks such as secure and private authentication from 

users to devices, networks and services, authorization & trust management, user 

profile management, privacy-preserving disposition of personal data, Single Sign-On 

(SSO) to service domains and Identity Federation towards applications.  

 The Identity Manager is the central component of any Future Internet system 

that provides a bridge between connectivity-level and application-level. Identity 

Management is used for authorizing foreign services to access personal data stored in 

a secure environment, under the consent of the data owner implying some 

authentication phase.  

 The user life-cycle is a key component of today’s web services, involving some 

simple but repetitive tasks especially if a large user database is involved. The Keyrock 

IdM provides tools for administrators to support the handling of user life-cycle 

functions, speeding up simple tasks such as account creation and management, user 

profile management and the modification of user accounts. Administrators can quickly 

configure customized pages for the inclusion of different authentication providers, 

registration of tenant applications with access to user profile data and the handling of 

error notifications.  

 For end users, the IdM provides a convenient solution for registering with 

applications since it gives them a means to re-use attributes like the email allowing an 

easy and convenient management of profile information. Users and administrators can 

rely on standardized solutions to allow user self-service features like: user registration, 

password strength checking, password reset on renewal procedures and secured 

storage of user data. In addition to providing a native login, the IdM supports the 

integration of multiple 3rd party authentication providers. The use of 3rd party IdMs 

lowers the entry barriers for a native user to register, since the user can link to his 

preferred IdM and use this account for authentication. Finally, it is possible to 

configure several applications that shall be linked to his IdM, the main benefit for users 

is a single sign-on (SSO) to all these applications. 

 As showed in the figure 5 below, the IdM architecture is composed by five 

components: 

 

 

                                                           
3 https://github.com/ging/fi-ware-idm  

https://github.com/ging/fi-ware-idm
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                                                               Figure 6: IdM components and interactions      

- IdM Portal:  User/application interface. Provides user profile management and 

modification of user accounts.  

- IdM API: SAML 2.0, OAuth 2.0 and SCIM 2.0 support. 

- IdM system: Core component. Handles the authentication requests of the 

users, by providing e.g. federated IdM for Web-SSO or basic authentication 

features for devices and services. 

- Database: Central repository that stores user data, profiles and preferences. 

This database can be implemented as a distributed storage system.  

- Authentication framework: The authentication framework of composed by the 

Extractor and the Authentication Pipeline. The Extractor extracts the 

authentication data from different sources. Each one of them is specialized in 

extracting a special kind of data. The data then is collected and handed to the 

authentication pipeline in order to select the correct authentication. 

Figure 7: IdM’s authentication framewok 
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2.3.2 IdM’s architecture: Openstack’s Horizon and Keystone 
 

 IdM’s frontend is Horizon4 based. Horizon is a Django-based project aimed to 

provide the Openstack’s dashboard along with an extensible framework for building 

new dashboards from reusable components.  It provides a graphical interface to 

access, provision and automate cloud-based resources. With a design that fits well 

third party products such as billing, monitoring and additional management tools.  

 IdM’s backend is Keystone5 based. Keystone provides authentication, 

authorization and service discovery mechanism via HTTP. Keystone is primarily for use 

by projects of the OpenStack family and it is most commonly deployed as an HTTP 

interface to existing identity systems like LDAP. 

 

                                                           
4 https://github.com/ging/horizon  
5 https://github.com/ging/keystone  

Figure 8: Horizon and Keystone interactions 

https://github.com/ging/horizon
https://github.com/ging/keystone
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2.4  Wilma PEP Proxy GEi 
 

 The PEP Proxy Generic Enabler, playing the role of a PEP (Policy Enforcement 

Point) as its name indicates, is a key component to use combined with the Identity 

Management GE that brings authentication and authorization to the backend 

application. Its main functionality is to check that only the authorized FIWARE users 

are able to access the GE or REST service. PEP Proxy is thought to work with OAuth2 

and XACML protocols as the standards for authorization and authentication in 

FIWARE.   

 The PEP Proxy is deployed on top of the backend service, transforming the 

service endpoint in the PEP Proxy endpoint and redirecting the requests filtered to the 

service. The application must be registered in the IdM with an OAuth2 mechanism that 

enables login using a FIWARE account. The OAuth2 token generated must be included 

in the HTTP headers sent the requests to the backend service. If the token included in 

these requests is valid, then PEP proxy will redirect the request to the backend, if not it 

will respond with an unauthorized code.  

In this project development only the first two levels of security provided by PEP Proxy 

will be considered, the figures are presented in [3]:  

- Level 1 (Authentication): PEP Proxy checks if the token included in the request 

corresponds to an authenticated user in FIWARE. When the frontend part of 

the app sends a REST request to the backend part it has to include the access 

token of the user. This functionality is represented in the Figure documented in 

[3]:  
 

 

 

 

Figure 9: PEP Proxy authentication flow 
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- Level 2 (Basic Authorization): This level is very similar to the last one but now 

PEP Proxy also checks the roles and permissions configured for that user, and 

allow him to access to the resource specified in the request (based in the HTTP 

verb and path):  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: PEP Proxy basic authorization flow 
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2.5 PDP AuthZForce GEi 
 

 The AuthZForce GEi, playing the role of a PDP (Policy Decision Point), providing 

an API to get role permissions, based on authorization policies and authorization 

requests from PEPs (Policy Enforcement Points). The GE follows the REST architecture 

style and the messages are written in XACML. XACML6 (eXtensible Access Control 

Markup Language) is an OASIS7 standard for authorization decisions based on 

authorization policies, and also for the authorization decision request/response 

format.  

 AuthZForce eases the implementation of an authorization module without the 

necessity of hardcode the authorization logic within the application code, which would 

make the application harder to maintain. The externalization of the authorization logic 

is especially convenient if we combine this GEi with the Pep Proxy and the IdM, 

bringing a simple to implement but complete security solution for authentication and 

authorization.  

  The OAuth standard is supported by the IdM GE, bringing a session token after 

the login. On the other hand, the PEP Proxy is a consumer of OAuth tokens, therefore 

it validates OAuth tokens and getting authorization info from the token, such as the 

user role; it is also a client of the Authorization PDP since it forwards the retrieved 

token-related information with other request information using an authorization 

request to the Authorization PDP to get an authorization decision (Permit or Deny). 

Depending on this decision, the PEP Proxy blocks or forwards the request. 

This mechanism can be summed up in 6 steps: 

1. The Resource Owner - an end-user of the Web Service - first requests to the 

OAuth Client. To perform this request, the Web App needs to request some 

resource owned by the end-user (Resource Owner) delivered by a FIWARE GE 

(OAuth Resource server). To be allowed to do this, the Web App needs the 

user consent and the resulting authorization code from the IdM GE. 

2. The Web App redirects the user to the IdM GE. 

3. If the user is not yet authenticated, the user authenticates to the IdM GE and is 

then asked to approve the Web App's request to access his resources on the 

GE. 

4. After successful authentication/approval, the user is redirected to the Web App 

with an authorization code. 

5. The Web App requests the IdM GE's token endpoint with this code and gets an 

OAuth access token in return. 

6. The Web App requests the GE with the token and gets access to the resources 

successfully. 

                                                           
6 http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/3.0/xacml-3.0-core-spec-os-en.html  
7 https://www.oasis-open.org/  

http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/3.0/xacml-3.0-core-spec-os-en.html
https://www.oasis-open.org/
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3. Web App development: The Willy Wonka’s Chocolate 

Factory Control Panel  
 

In his section, it is proceeded to present the procedure, functionality and result of 

developing a Web App for IoT virtualization and identity management using the 

FIWARE GEs presented in the last sections. All the code presented for the core 

application developed in Node.js can be located in the following GitHub repository:  

https://github.com/dmartr/fiwareTFG.    

3.1 Architecture and requirements 

3.1.1 Overview, functional and non-functional requirements 

  

 The Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory Control Panel is a modular web 

application, which serves as a basic example of how to develop an app using FIWARE 

GEs. The main purpose of this app is to implement different FIWARE GEs into a 

horizontal and vertical scalable application. The application should set up a simple 

environment, easy to install, to help new FIWARE developers get started. 

 The Web App is based on the “Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory” as a 

metaphorical example of an industrial IoT environment. This application aims to 

reproduce how the core intelligent software of the factory would be developed in a 

scenario in which Willy Wonka has decided to implement cyber physical systems 

(sensors) to control context parameters (temperature, occupation…) in each room of 

the factory. Willy Wonka also decided to implement a role hierarchy to control 

permissions and provide more security.  Because of the inaccessibility of real sensor 

data, the Web App must virtualize sensor data streams in the most realistic way 

possible, periodically updating the context information.  

 To accomplish this functionalities the four Generic Enablers presented in the 

last section have been implemented. The Orion Context Broker GEi manages each 

room context information and pushes the sensor data, on change, towards the Web 

App. The IdM GEi brings user life-cycle management, Single Sign-On (SSO) and 

security profiles relied in personal user attributes. The Pep Proxy GE in this scenario 

acts a bit different compared to his normal use. Normally the PEP Proxy would be used 

to cover an internal REST API offered by the backend of the Web App, redirecting the 

allowed requests to the resource and blocking the not authorized requests. However, 

in this case, the Pep Proxy is acting as a mere token validator for the backend router 

when the frontend asks for a GET verb. The Pep Proxy asks the AuthZForce PDP for the 

authorization based on the role and permissions assigned to that role in the IdM 

Keystone database.   

https://github.com/dmartr/fiwareTFG
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 The Orion Context Broker requires to be installed in a CentOS machine and uses 

a MongoDB8 as default database (SQL based databases are also compatible).  On the 

other hand, the Openstack modules implemented in the IdM require Python 2.79, 

which is incompatible with yum (the CentOS repository system) that forces the system 

to run Python2.6. A Python alternative installation was considered but the tests 

yielded no results. This only leaves one option available, the Context Broker must be 

deployed in a CentOS virtual machine and the rest of the GEs in an Ubuntu virtual 

machine. In a certain future, when CentOS starts to support Python2.7 a migration to 

CentOS could be suggested.  

 The Web App backend heavily relies on REST APIs, and a large number of HTTP 

messages are sent and received. Therefore the component interactions of the system 

could be a dominant factor in user-perceived performance and network efficiency. 

The communication between the components must be visible and the system must be 

reliable in the presence of failures within components, connectors or data. These 

communication is determined to use JSON or XML as internet media type for the data. 

The messages follow the JSON model, due to past experience using this notation and 

the ease of implementation in most modern Web Frameworks.   

 The application must react and render the sensor data in real time. This means 

developing a socket connection between the frontend and backend that updates the 

data as they reach the Web App via the, on change, Context Broker responses.  

 As it has been remarked at the start of the section, one important requirement 

is the scalability. The scalability is crucial because of the modular nature of the project 

and the future possibilities of expanding the service by implementing more GEs and 

functionalities. The app must support a large number of components and interactions 

among components. But these components can also be able to scale vertically such as 

the implementation of the Pep Proxy on top of the IdM.  

 The portability of the application is another point of consideration, the final 

objective of the app is to serve as a FIWARE demo for first time developers, which also 

serves as an example of how combine and connect various GEs to a client application. 

Therefore the app needs to be set in a virtualized, easy to install environment and with 

a fully automated deployment. Installation and deployment scripts for all the GEs will 

be required, although some modifications in the configuration must be hardcoded by 

the user.  

 The maintainability and recovery are another aspects to have in consideration 

during the development. The modular nature of the Web App helps to trace bugs and 

connectivity issues. And also, thanks to the fully virtualized environment periodic 

backups of the virtual machines data could be performed. Furthermore, all the GEis 

deployed offer database backups and recovery mechanisms.    

                                                           
8 https://www.mongodb.org/  
9 https://www.python.org/  

https://www.mongodb.org/
https://www.python.org/
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 One of the main drawbacks of the system designed, is the existence of single 

break up points, and impossibility to implement redundant components, due to the 

already existing complexity. 

3.1.2 Architecture design and functionality overview 
 

The architecture can be divided in three main blocks: the core Web App, the IoT 

module and the Security module.  

 The design of the architecture follows several requirements already mentioned. 

The constraint of using CentOS as the operative system in which the Context Broker 

must be installed. The portability requirements also dictates that all the systems 

presented should be easy to install and virtualized.  Therefore, all the modules are 

deployed in CentOS and Ubuntu VMs provisioned by Vagrant.   

The IoT module is only composed by the Context Broker in the CentOS VM and its 

main functionality is to manage the IoT context information. On the other hand, the 

security module is composed by three GEs:  IdM, Pep Proxy and AuthZForce. These 

implementations are deployed in an Ubuntu VM.  

 

Figure 11: Architecture overview 
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3.2 Web App Backend implementation 

3.2.1 Node.js & Express.js 
 

The Web App backend has been implemented using Express.js and Node.js. The 

backend has three well defined functionalities: 

1. View router: Serves the resources requested by the users, redirects to other 

resources and renders the views contained in the frontend. 

2. Random context information generator and subscription manager for the 

Context Broker.   

3. Sends the authentication and authorization requests to the GEs. 

 As it has been said in the last section, the application backend heavily relies on 

REST APIs. In this ecosystem, using Node.js10 is quite favorable due to the concurrent 

event handling that this runtime environment provides. The JavaScript asynchronous 

event driven I/O translates into non-blocking code based on callbacks.  

 If the architecture presented is implemented using traditional web-serving 

techniques in which each connection (request) spawns a new thread, taking up system 

RAM, the system will eventually max-out the amount of Ram available blocking the 

application and the system. Node.js operates on a single thread thanks to the 

asynchronous I/O calls, allowing it to support thousands of concurrent connections in 

the event loop.   

 The real importance of this Node.js property is that the server is going to be 

able to handle multiple connections with minimal overhead in a single process.  As 

presented in the architecture, various programming environments of different nature 

(python, javascript, php…) may communicate data structures via JSON and XML, by 

using Node.js as the central server the data impedance is reduced.  

 Developers need to be really careful not to allow an exception bubbling up to 

the core Node.js event loop, which will cause the Node.js instance to terminate. 

Therefore, the technique used to avoid exceptions bubbling up to the surface is 

passing errors back to the caller as callback parameters (instead of throwing them, like 

in other environments). Even if some unhandled exception manages to bubble up, 

there are multiple paradigms and tools available to monitor the Node process and 

perform the necessary recovery of a crashed instance. The Forever11 module is used to 

achieve this and fulfill some availability requirements.  

 Node.js could be ominous when dealing with relational databases, but the 

persistence layer is provided by each of the GEs: the context data is stored in the 

Context Broker, the user information and roles in the IdM and the permission policies 

                                                           
10 https://nodejs.org/  
11 https://github.com/foreverjs/forever  

https://nodejs.org/
https://github.com/foreverjs/forever
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in the AuthZforce PDP. Therefore the “M” in this MVC (Model View Controller) 

architecture is fully covered by the FIWARE. 

  Express.js12 is a connect-based Node.js web application framework that 

provides a robust set of features for web and mobile applications. Express is minimal 

and robust, and is essential for developing scalable Web Apps which lay back in REST 

APIs. Therefore, Express may be a good solution for integrating various FIWARE GEs 

into a backend that communicates and renders content into a frontend. The frontend 

is based in EJS (Embedded JavaScript)13 views as HTML template engine, which is 

basically HTML5 mixed with EJS tags.  

 

3.2.2 Real-time web and  Socket.IO 
 

 Socket.IO14 is a JavaScript library for real-time web application, which enables 

real-time, bidirectional communication between web clients and the server. Socket.IO 

works by stablishing a two sided communication via two parts: a client-side library 

that runs in the browser and a server side library for Node.js. Socket.IO is 

implemented in multiple revolutionary Web Apps for real-time analytics, binary 

streaming, instant messaging and document collaboration.  

 Socket.IO handles the connection transparently, automatically upgrading the 

data and requiring the developer to only have Socket.IO knowledge and not further 

real-time data protocols. But this also means that Socket.IO is not a Web Socket library 

that can implemented on top of other real-time protocols. A standard Web Socket 

protocol negotiation in client side negates communication with a Socket.IO server. On 

the other hand, a Socket.IO implemented in the client side can’t contact a non-

Socket.IO server. This requirement on client and server side restricts future 

implementations and connections to other IoT applications.  

 In the core app presented, the communication starts when a “on change” event 

is received from entities subscribed in the Context Broker.  This event emits the 

“update” socket that is received in the client side, updating the values rendered in real 

time. This practice enables real time data flows that helps to monitor the sensor data 

with minimum delay. This mechanism is fully explained in the Context Broker 

implementation section for further understanding of the Socket.IO behavior.  

 

 

                                                           
12 http://expressjs.com/  
13 http://www.embeddedjs.com/  
14 http://socket.io/  

http://expressjs.com/
http://www.embeddedjs.com/
http://socket.io/
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3.3 Internet of Things virtualization 
 

 The Context Broker GE will store the virtual sensor data, updating it when the 

node.js app posts the new data and, at the same time, posting in the app server the 

new data (context information) that is sent to the client side via Socket.IO. This data is 

held as attributes of entities as it has been presented in past sections.  The Context 

Broker must be deployed in a CentOS and commonly relies in a Mongo DB (as in this 

project).  

 

3.3.1 CentOS setup and limitations 
 

 The reference operating system is CentOS 6.3, although in the app deployed 

the Context Broker has been deployed in a CentOS 6.6 Vagrant15 Virtual Box. The 

Context Broker package depends on various rpm dependencies that must be installed 

before proceeding to install the Context Broker. The installation procedure is rather 

simple using the YUM repository provided by FIWARE, that points to the rpm testbed 

repository.  

 Surprisingly, CentOS 6.6 runs Python in version 2.6. Setting up Python 2.7 

conflicts with critical system tools such as YUM. CentOS is derived from RHEL (Red Hat 

Enterprise Linux). The target clientele for these two distributions consist of businesses, 

which require the systems to be up and running the most stable way for many years. 

Therefore, the main reason here is the desire for stability for the system, achieved by 

supplying tested and more stable versions of applications. 

 

3.3.2 Entities creation 
 

In the Web Application presented, the Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory, the 

Context Broker will manage the context information of six entities: five rooms and 

one transportation.  

The rooms are Chocolate Room, Television Room, Inventing Room, Entrance 

(Big Hall) and the Willy Wonka’s office, and the transportation is the “Great Glass 

Elevator”.  

Each entity has three or five attributes which type can be either Integer, Float or 

String. In the figure 15, each entity and the belonging attributes are presented.  

                                                           
15 https://www.vagrantup.com/  

https://www.vagrantup.com/
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 The Orion Context Broker starts in an empty state, so first of all we needed to 

communicate the existence of certain Entities and the attributes measured.  The Orion 

Context Broker starts in an empty state, so first of all we needed to communicate the 

existence of certain Entities and the attributes measured.  The entities are created by 

sending a POST HTTP request to “/updateContext” in the Context Broker in which a 

JSON defining the entity is included in the payload.  These calls are currently 

automated by a python script that creates all the Willy Wonka factory entities (Rooms 

and transportation) with all attributes set to zero. 

 An example of a curl and JSON payload for the “Chocolate Room” entity creation can 

be observed in the Figure 13.  

   

 

 

 

Figure 12 Entities and attributes 
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3.3.3 Sensor data virtualization 
 

The virtual sensors data is, in fact, random sequences of numbers that 

simulates real variations of measures such as temperature, pressure or the 

occupation in a certain room. Every room shares three attributes: ambient 

temperature and pressure (atmospheric), and occupation (number of people in the 

room in that exact moment).  The attributes values are updated every second by a 

POST to the Context Broker specifying “UPDATE” in the “updateAction” field of the 

JSON.   

The temperature at “time 0” (when the app start running) is 26 degrees Celsius, 

upon that instant it can increase, decrease or stay the same. The quantity 

(curl localhost:8080/v1/updateContext -s -S --header 'Content-Type: application/json' --header 'Accept: 

application/json' -d @- | python -mjson.tool) <<EOF 

{ 
    "contextElements": [ 
        { 
            "type": "Room", 
            "isPattern": "false", 
            "id": "Chocolate Room", 
            "attributes": [ 
              { 
                "name": "Temperature", 
                "type": "float", 
                "value": 0 
            }, 
            { 
                "name": "Pressure", 
                "type": "integer", 
                "value": 0 
            }, 
            { 
                "name": "Waterfall speed", 
                "type": "float", 
                "value": 0.0 
            }, 
            { 
                "name": "River level", 
                "type": "integer", 
                "value": "0" 
            }, 
            { 
                "name": "Occupation", 
                "type": "integer", 
                "value": 0 
            } 
           ] 
       } 
   ], 
    "updateAction": "APPEND" 
} 
EOF 

 

Figure 13: Entity creation 
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increased or decreased is a random float from 0 to 2. The operation depends on a 

random integer generated that can be -1 (the temperature goes down), 0 (the 

temperature maintains its value) or 1 (the temperature goes up).  

The mechanism is the same with the pressure but it starts at 760 mmhg and 

variates an integer between 0 and 100. This mechanism is replicated with some 

variations for the other attributes. For example the “experiments volatility” which 

is a string that can contain the values “low”, “medium”, “high” or “max”, is 

calculated by assigning the same probability.  

The simulation of the occupation in the rooms is, by far, the most complicated 

sensor virtualization. Every person in the factory starts in the Entrance (“Big hall”), 

they can choose to move to other room or stay in the same room following a 

probability matrix. Therefore, the movements of the people inside the Willy 

Wonka’s factory can be simulated as a state diagram machine, such as the one 

presented in the Figure 17.  

 

The factory has a fixed number of 120 people. They start in the entrance 

(simulating a brand new morning in the factory). Every second occupation for every 

room changes. A dice is rolled for each room and decides to which room the 

person will move. After some time the state machine will reach an asymptotic state 

in which the people variation is minimal. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Occupation (state machine) diagram 
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3.3.4 Subscriptions management  
 

 To receive context information, on change, from a certain entity the application 

must be subscribed to that entity in the Context Broker. The application is 

subscribed by a POST to the “/subscribeContext” resource in the CB. The 

subscriptions, as explained in the Context Broker specification section, can be “On 

change” or “On interval”. All the subscription in the Web App presented are “On 

change”. Therefore, the application url, port and resource address are sent in the 

“reference” field of the JSON, which is where the Context Broker is going to post 

the JSON with the context information of the subscribed entity.  

 When an attribute changes the Context Broker notifies the Web Application by 

posting a JSON in the resource specified with the updated attributes and a 

subscription ID. The server check if that subscription ID is already known and, if 

not, is stored in an array.  When the user logs out, or access a different resource 

that triggers a new subscription, the server automatically unsubscribes from that 

entity and deletes the subscription ID from the array.  In the table below the 

addresses, in which the Context Broker posts the updated context information, are 

presented:  

 

Room / Transportation Subscription reference resource 

Chocolate Room /contextResponseCR 

Inventing Room /contextResponseIR 

Television Room /contextResponseTR 

Big Hall (Entrance) /contextResponseHall 

Willy Wonka’s Office /contextResponseOffice 

Elevator /contextResponseElevator 
  

 We have four cases to set the subscriptions:  

1. We subscribe to all rooms to render the occupation per room.  

2. We subscribe to only one room, which will be either the “Chocolate Room, the 

“Television Room or the “Inventing Room”, to render attributes in displays for 

monitoring context information.   

3. We subscribe to a different room and unsubscribe from the actual room, i.e. 

we have been monitoring the “Chocolate Room” and now we want to monitor 

now the “Inventing Room”.  

4. We log out. In this case we unsubscribe from all the entities subscribed in the 

past.  

 This method of managing the updates of different entities is ok for the 

functionalities desired for the current implementation, but it must be changed in a 

future to hold large numbers of subscriptions without scalability problems. 
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3.3.5 Backend-Frontend communication 
 

 The frontend must be updated in real-time with the data resulting from the 

JSONs posted by the Context Broker on attributes change. As previously commented, 

Web Sockets have been implemented to fulfill this task.   

 The sockets “on connection” are stored in an array, enabling multiple data 

streams and not blocking several connections. When a socket is needed we pull the 

socket from the array and use it.  

 On the server side, when the JSON is posted on the reference resource address, 

an emit action is triggered and the JSON is sent to the client with label identifying the 

socket. These events may occur at the same time (monitoring different rooms in the 

same flow).  

  On the client side, a method is added to receive our data from the emit 

method on the server. If an emit action labeled is received, we take the data sent by 

the emit socket and put it inside a “<div>” html structure using JQuery. 

 

 

                                                              Figure 15: Web Sockets communication 
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3.4 Security implementation: Identity and permissions management 
 

 In the application it is desired to implement user accounts, allow the users to 

log in using them, assign roles and check permissions for that roles. For example, Willy 

Wonka, in his account, should have access to all the resources of the factory. But, on 

the other hand, an “Oompa Loompa” working in the “Chocolate Room” should only 

have access to the information of that room and not to anything else.  

3.4.1 SSO via O-Auth2 and the IdM 
 

 The IdM GE stores the user information and will help to manage the role 

permissions and assign them to users.  Therefore, the IdM is in fact used as a user 

database, but that can also being useful for stablishing a Single Sing On mechanism 

using OAuth2. 

 OAuth2 is an open protocol to allow secure authentication in a simple and 

standard method. The protocol relies in the usage of “access tokens”, created by the 

OAuth providers, which allows the access to HTTP resources.  

 Four roles can be differentiated in the OAuth communication:  

- Resource Owner: The entity capable of allowing the access to the protected 

resources. In this scenario, the final user.  

- Resource Server: The server the hosts the protected resources. In this scenario, 

the node.js Web App.  

- Client: The Application that requests the protected resources in name of the 

Resource Owner. Also the Web App in this case.  

- Authorization server: The server that provides the access tokens to the client, 

which is the IdM in this scenario.  

 The OAuth2 protocol implementation can be simplified as a two sided message 

flow between the Web App, with the OAuth library implemented, and the IdM that 

stores the account data. Although the IdM is deployed in a local VM and it is not using 

the FIWARE cloud instance, the user account will be a FIWARE account. The SSO 

authentication data flow may be divided in four steps:  

1. On clicking the “Log in” button, the Web App redirects the user to the IdM 

portal instance to introduce his FIWARE credentials.  

2. Upon success in the IdM’s portal log in, the IdM sends an access code to the 

Web App in an URL query.  

3. Using the access token stored, the Web App goes again to the IDM to obtain 

the access token.  

4. If the access code is valid, the IdM responds with the access token that is stored 

in a session cookie.   

5. The Web App request the user info (name, role …) using the access token.   
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The administrator of the application (Willy Wonka) must register the Chocolate 

Factory as an application in the local instance of the IdM portal. Then the IdM 

provides the App two unique and permanent credentials: the OAuth Client ID and 

Client Secret.  This credentials are included in the local app config file and are 

needeed for verying the application in the IdM side, when the OAuth message flow 

starts (before granting the access code).  

 

                                                Figure 17: App registration in the IdM Portal 

 

The users aiming to log in must have a FIWARE account, if a user does not have a 

FIWARE account he must sing up in the IdM portal. 

 When a user logs out the server deletes the auth-token stored in the session 

cookie, but this is not enough, as the user have to actually log out in the IdM. This is 

done by a cross domain AJAX GET request in the client side.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: OAuth2 message flow 
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3.4.2 Roles and permissions management via the IdM, Pep Proxy and AuthZforce 

3.4.2.1 Roles and permission definition in the IdM Portal 

 

Once the user is registered the admin must assign him a role(s) and define the 

permissions for that role(s). First of all, Willy Wonka must authorize the users in the 

IdM portal. He must find the registered user by name and add it to the application 

white list. 

 

 Willy Wonka should also define the roles and the permissions assigned to that 

roles. This permissions consist in the HTTP verb and the URL of the resource.   For 

example, to grant permission to access to the “Chocolate Room” page, Willy Wonka 

must create a permission with the HTTP verb GET and the resource “/chocolateroom”.  

There are five roles defined for the Web App with different permissions 

assigned:  

 

Main Role (app admin) Permissions 

 
 

Factory Owner 

Manage the application and roles 

Manage authorizations 

GET “/admin-menu” 

GET “/room-map” 

GET “/admin-rooms” 

 

Roles Permissions 

Chocolate Room Oompa Loompa GET “/chocolateroom” 

Television Room Oompa Loompa GET “/televisionroom” 

Invention Room Oompa Loompa GET “inventionroom” 

Security guard GET “/room-map” 
 

Figure 18: IdM’s user white list  
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3.4.2.2 Authorization granting via Pep Proxy and AuthZForce 
 

Once the user has logged in (the auth-token is stored in his session cookie) and 

tries to access a resource, the Web App requests the Pep Proxy if that user with 

role retrieved from the IdM’s user information has permissions to view that page 

(GET resource). This is done by doing a GET request to the Pep Proxy including the 

user’s auth-token in the “X-Auth-Token” header.   

As it has been already mentioned, the PEP Proxy is a Policy Enforcement Point, 

this means that it only severs as the “front door” for accessing the resources. The 

Pep Proxy is authenticated in the IdM’s keystone database using https with key and 

a certificate. Upon valid authentication in keystone the Pep Proxy starts listening 

requests. 

AuthZForce is a Policy Decision Point, it evaluates access requests against 

authorization policies. These authorization policies are the XACMLs generated by 

the IdM on creating and assigning permissions to roles. The AuthZForce operates in 

different domains that are ruled by different policies. A new domain has been 

created for the Web App. This domain must be referenced in the Idm’s Horizon and 

Pep Proxy configuration files.  

The Pep Proxy retrieves the app id and roles from the IdM using the auth-token 

sent in the “X-auth Token” header.  A XACML policy request is made including the 

app id, resource desired, action and roles the user has using a JSON.  Then the 

AuthZForce retrieves from the IdM the XACML policies related to the application 

with ID received and checks the permissions for the received role.    

After communicating with the AuthZForce, the PEP Proxy will response to the 

Web App with a 200 HTTP status code if the user have the permission or with a 

401 HTTP status code if the user doesn’t have the permission. If a 200 code is 

received then the user is redirected to the requested resource, otherwise is 

redirected to a new page that informs him that he has no permissions to view that 

resource. 

Actually, that is not the purpose of the PEP Proxy, as it is ideated to protect 

REST APIs and not page routes. In fact, almost every enabler have a PEP Proxy 

implemented on top of it. For example, the Context Broker uses his internal PEP 

Proxy to manage the context information requests and check if a consumer 

application has the permissions to retrieve the context information related to a 

certain entity. This is done by sending an “Auth-X-Token” header in the request, 

but that functionality hasn’t been considered for this Web App. Maybe in a certain 

future could be implemented using the auth-token retrieved from the OAuth2 

protocol.  
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Figure 19: Authorization messages flow 
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3.5 Frontend design 
  

The Web Application frontend style has been implemented using SASS16 compiled 

into CSS stylesheets linked to the EJS views. The Bootstrap 317CSS framework is 

implemented and compiled from the SASS sources, enabling a responsive design and 

multiple device scalability (phones, tablets, big screens) with a single code base using 

CSS media queries. The Web App frontend is composed by a total of seven views 

 

                                                           
16 http://sass-lang.com/  
17 http://getbootstrap.com/  

View Description Roles 
Authorized 

URL 

Log In 
(Homepage) 

Screen with a Log In button, on 
click redirects to the IdM log in.  

All / 

Willy 
Wonka’s 

menu.  

Is rendered after the log in if the 
user logged the factory owner. 
Allows to choose between 
monitoring a room and rendering 
the room map. 

Factory Owner /admin-menu 

Admin 
rooms view 

Displays the data for the three 
monitored rooms. 

Factory Owner /admin-rooms 

Chocolate 
Room 

Is rendered after the log in if the 
user logged a CR Oompa Loompa. 
Displays the data monitored in 
the Chocolate Room.  

Chocolate 
Room Oompa 

Loompa 

/chocolateroom 

Television 
Room 

Is rendered after the log in if the 
user logged a TR Oompa Loompa. 
Displays the data monitored in 
the Television Room. 

Television 
Room Oompa 

Loompa 

/televisionroom 

Inventing 
Room 

Is rendered after the log in if the 
user logged a TR Oompa Loompa. 
Displays the data monitored in 
the Inventing Room. 

Inventing 
Room Oompa 

Loompa 

/inventingroom 

Room map  Displays a room map with the 
monitored occupation. Is 
rendered if the user logged is a 
security guard or if Willy Wonka 
clicks the button in the admin-
menu. 

Factory Owner 
 

Security Guard 

 
 

/roommap 

Not 
Authorized 

Is displayed if a user wants to 
access a resource that he has no 
access to. 

All /notauthorized 

http://sass-lang.com/
http://getbootstrap.com/
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 The concept art is inspired in the colorful, candy style of the Willy Wonka’s 

universe (book illustrations and films). Replicating the color scheme and typography.  

This idea is fully developed in the login screen (homepage). The light blue background 

contrasts with an intense yellow, pink and purple making a cartoonish look in line with 

metaphoric purpose of the Web App. Conceptually the user starts in the outside of the 

factory (log in screen) and by navigating he goes into the factory rooms (rooms 

individual views and room map).  

 

Figure 20: Login view 

Figure 21: Willy Wonka menu view 
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In the figures below the views for the room monitoring are presented. These are 

the only the admin (factory owner role) views. The Oompa Loompa views are exactly 

the same but without the button set in the bottom half, as they can only render the 

room their role belongs to.   

 

 

  

Figure 22: Admin chocolate room view 

Figure 22: Admin television room view 
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The room map view is, by far, the most complex. Is made using D3.js18, a JavaScript 

library for manipulating documents based on data. The map is bound to the DOM by 

taking exhaustive measures of the screen size and making calculations. The rectangles 

dimensions are conformed using different measurements stored in a JSON. The 

dynamic map also offers a zoom animation. When clicking into a room the page zooms 

in and displays it full screen. Currently, this doesn`t offer any additional functionality, 

but there is an important issue to look for in a certain future.  

 

 

                                                           
18 http://d3js.org/  

Figure 23: Room map view 

http://d3js.org/
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 Due to the lack of time for properly designing the “no authorization” page. It is 

actually a remake of the log in page. The “Go back” button redirects the user to his 

index page (the admin-menu for Willy Wonka and the Rooms views for the Oompa 

Loompas).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: No authorization view 
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3.6 Conclusions and future work 

3.6.1 Conclusions and limitations 
 

 Implementing trendy cutting edge technologies such as the Internet of Things 

may be ominous, due to the variety and complexity of the different low level protocols 

and gateways. An identity management module implementation also involves some 

complexity on account of the PEPs and PDPs interactions. Moreover, the languages 

involved, like the XACML used in the policies management, are hard to read and 

comprehend without some practice.  

 The FIWARE initiative offers powerful APIs that provides the basis for more 

efficient and faster innovation. Most of the components have an automated 

installation such as the IdM using Fabric or the Context Broker through the CentOS 

YUM repositories. Furthermore, these APIs are supported by validated technologies, 

minimizing the implementation risks, and offering (in most cases) reliable 

documentation: installation and administration guides, user and developer guide, etc… 

 The FIWARE GEs are strongly related. The implementation of a new GE opens 

the door to new opportunities for implementing more functionalities using new GEs or 

by yourself, building a modular application. For example, in the Web App developed, 

the implementation of the AuthZForce were concatenated with the implementation of 

the IdM, as they have complementary functionalities.   

 The final objective of the project, the implementation of a modular, fully 

functional Web Application using various GEs, has been achieved. The resultant 

application ensembles perfectly the GEs implemented: the Context Broker, IdM, PEP 

Proxy and AuthZForce. The application allow users to sing up, log in and log out using a 

FIWARE account. And the role and permissions grant has been tested with multiple 

users on multiple accounts. The Context Broker is fully functional and a Python script is 

provided for automatizing its installation and the entities creation.  A few more scripts 

are included in the repository for managing the subscriptions in case the app doesn’t 

unsubscribe correctly (for example, because the auth-token expires without having 

logged out).  

 The app doesn’t rely in any database hold by itself and also doesn’t have a 

Model in the MVC architecture. The IoT context information and entities are stored in 

the Context Broker MongoDB. On the other hand, the user and permissions database 

is completely managed the IdM through Keystone. This means that the scalability 

options are completely dependent on the FIWARE platform and GEis capabilities. This 

components have been heavily tested and form part of European application 

frameworks, which experiments large number of concurrent users and heavy 

populated databases.  
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3.6.2 Future work  
 

 This project aims to be used as a demo for the FIWARE GEs capabilities and also 

as an example for new developers that desire to start implementing his own 

application using the FIWARE resources. Therefore, the Web App and components 

installation must be smooth and with little or any interaction by the user installing it. A 

agile Puppet or Chef provisioning could be implemented for the VMs installation and 

environment setup. Also, migrating all the GEs to a single VM (either CentOs or 

Ubuntu) is being considered.  

 The virtual machines can also be deployed in a Cloud system, permanently 

running using scripts and the forever npm module. In this scenario, implementing the 

Monitoring GE may be considered. This GE would help to track the performance of the 

instances, incorporate SLA management and optimize the virtual machines.   

 More complex roles and permission could be created, via XACML calls, 

including stablishing permissions to a well-defined REST API. For example, we could 

consider that Willy Wonka has a server with the songs played in the factory when the 

kids come to visit the factory. The PEP Proxy could protect the REST API that retrieves 

the songs, so only Willy Wonka and the authorized Oompa Loompas could access the 

server.  

 Deploying or using an existing real IoT network could also something to have in 

mind. The implementation would be rather simple, since it is only necessary to create 

new entities in the Context Broker and subscribe the Web App to them. The sensor 

used could be the ones being deployed as part of the “Virtual Campus” initiative driven 

by the UPM or a Smartcity IoT like the one deployed in Santander, Spain. For 

accomplishing this task, the IoT Broker GE would be used as a middleware component 

for retrieving aggregated information from IoT network, using multiple devices and 

gateways.   

 The Web App is based on a modular architecture.  Therefore, implementing 

new GEs is a simple task that would provide the Web App with new and interesting 

functionalities. The 2D-UI would be useful for developing an advanced, web-based 3D 

user interface that substitutes the actual frontend of the Web App. The augmented 

reality GE can also be an interesting choice since it is supported by a Javascript library, 

an augmented reality HTML5 view could be created substituting the actual room map.  

The lack of time, especially for the frontend design and implementation, has 

resulted in some repetitive styles. For example, all the displays for the room 

monitoring views (except the chocolate river level indicator) part from the same gauge 

style, the same font is used in all the views and the all the rooms have the same 

background. This is something to take into account in a certain future.  
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